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QUESTION 1

A company has been storing monthly reports in an Amazon S3 bucket. The company exports the report data into
comma-separated values (.csv) files. A developer wants to write a simple query that can read all of these files and
generate a summary report. 

Which AWS service or feature should the developer use to meet these requirements with the LEAST amount of
operational overhead? 

A. Amazon S3 Select 

B. Amazon Athena 

C. Amazon Redshift 

D. Amazon EC2 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Amazon Athena is the AWS service that the developer should use to write a simple query that can read all
of the .csv files stored in an Amazon S3 bucket and generate a summary report. Amazon Athena is an interactive query
service that allows users to analyze data in Amazon S3 using standard SQL. Amazon Athena does not require any
server setup or management, and users only pay for the queries they run. Amazon Athena can handle various data
formats, including .csv, and can integrate with other AWS services such as Amazon QuickSight for data visualization 

 

QUESTION 2

Which AWS service meets this requirement? 

A. AWS CloudFormation 

B. AWS Elastic Beanstalk 

C. AWS Cloud9 

D. AWS CloudShell 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: AWS CloudFormation is a service that gives developers and businesses an easy way to create a collection
of related AWS and third-party resources, and provision and manage them in an orderly and predictable fashion. You
can use AWS CloudFormation\\'s sample templates or create your own templates to describe the AWS and third-party
resources, and any associated dependencies or runtime parameters, required to run your application. 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has created an AWS Cost and Usage Report and wants to visualize the report. 

Which AWS service should the company use to ingest and display this information? 

A. Amazon QuickSight 
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B. Amazon Pinpoint 

C. Amazon Neptune 

D. Amazon Kinesis 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Amazon QuickSight is an AWS service that provides business intelligence and data visualization
capabilities. Amazon QuickSight enables you to ingest, analyze, and display data from various sources, such as AWS
Cost and Usage Reports, Amazon S3, Amazon Athena, Amazon Redshift, and Amazon RDS. You can use Amazon
QuickSight to create interactive dashboards and charts that show insights and trends from your data. You can also
share your dashboards and charts with other users or embed them into your applications. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which AWS service or feature offers HTTP attack protection to users running public-facing web applications? 

A. Security groups 

B. Network ACLs 

C. AWS Shield Standard 

D. AWS WAF 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: AWS WAF is the AWS service or feature that offers HTTP attack protection to users running public-facing
web applications. AWS WAF is a web application firewall that helps users protect their web applications from common
web exploits, such as SQL injection, cross-site scripting, and bot attacks. Users can create custom rules to define the
web traffic that they want to allow, block, or count. Users can also use AWS Managed Rules, which are pre-configured
rules that are curated and maintained by AWS or AWS Marketplace Sellers. AWS WAF can be integrated with other
AWS services, such as Amazon CloudFront, Amazon API Gateway, and Application Load Balancer, to provide
comprehensive security for web applications. [AWS WAF Overview] AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner -
aws.amazon.com 

 

QUESTION 5

A company plans to migrate its on-premises workload to AWS. Before the migration, the company needs to estimate its
future AWS service costs. 

Which AWS service or tool should the company use to meet this requirement? 

A. AWS Trusted Advisor 

B. AWS Budgets 

C. AWS Pricing Calculator 

D. AWS Cost Explorer 

Correct Answer: C 
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Explanation: AWS Pricing Calculator is the AWS service or tool that the company should use to estimate its future AWS
service costs before the migration. AWS Pricing Calculator is a web-based tool that allows the company to create cost
estimates for various AWS services and scenarios. AWS Pricing Calculator helps the company to compare the costs of
running the workload on premises versus on AWS, and to optimize the costs by choosing the best options for the
workload. AWS Pricing Calculator also provides a detailed breakdown of the cost components and a downloadable
report. For more information, see [AWS Pricing Calculator] and [Getting Started with AWS Pricing Calculator]. 
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